WELCO M E
Much like the industry we represent, everyone here at BASE knows very well when to focus on the
serious business of driving the category forward and when to focus instead on the need to double down
and simply celebrate. In the face of an unquestionably significant degree of change across the industry,
and the balance of both challenges and opportunities that this presents, the BASE Awards are very
definitely a chance for the latter, and so it gives me enormous pleasure to be writing this in anticipation
of another truly special evening filled with passion, pride and, well, partying.
The Awards are the biggest moment in the category’s calendar. They’re a chance to reflect – with plenty
of the passion and pride I’ve just mentioned – on what has been achieved across the 12 months since we
last gathered at Tobacco Dock. And what a 12 months it’s been: each and every guest joining us for this
39th annual event should be overwhelmingly proud of the standard – and range – of campaign, product
and outright innovation that continue to drive the relevance of and investment in what remains one
of the most diverse and engaging categories out there.
That level of diversity is the foundation stone that permits all of our guests to feel the pride that they do.
There has never been a one size fits all approach to our business and while that might cause the BASE
Awards judges a few headaches, it also showcases a continued dynamism that has earned each of you
a moment to raise a collective glass or two! It also encourages us here at BASE to mix things up to
represent the industry as it evolves. In terms of tonight’s awards, Creative Marketing Initiative moves into
two categories to give both single and multiple products their chance to shine. Likewise, with the box
office an increasingly complex space, the team felt it right and proper to reflect that in the broadening
of the Campaign of the Year categories.
Across the evening, and indeed the next 12 months, there will be tacit reminders that change continues
apace – but this is an industry uniquely placed to see the opportunity that brings. Tonight’s opportunity,
though, is for celebration – as much as the awards themselves celebrate the winners and the array of
highly commended entries, this evening celebrates you all.
Congratulations everyone.
LIZ BALES
Chief Executive, British Association for Screen Entertainment
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TH ANKS
A huge thank you from everyone at BASE to
the following individuals and organisations for
helping to make the BASE Awards 2019 another
great success:
- All of the judges and moderators for their
expertise, professionalism and time
- To all of our sponsors for their generous
collaboration
- Delga Press for printing this evening’s tickets,
menus and programme
- DS Smith for producing all signage for the event

- Chloe Brown, Sam Stagnell and the team
at Premier for all event production, and Ian
Robinson for AV production
- The team at Once Upon A Time for this year’s
stunning Awards creative
- Cue Entertainment and The Raygun for their
ongoing promotional support
As ever, we would especially also like to thank all of
our members and everyone who has entered and
attended the BASE Awards 2019, it is your event
and we hope you had fun!
With best wishes,
THE BASE TEAM

AWARD SPONSORS

ENTERTAINMENT SPONSORS

AWARD PARTNERS

CHARITY PARTNER

#BASEAWARDS19
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M EET yo u r HOST
BASE is proud to welcome

RICHARD AYOADE

as our host for the 2019 BASE Awards.
For the first time, comedian, actor, writer, presenter and
director, Richard Ayoade, joins the BASE Awards, bringing
a unique cocktail of enigmatic wit and genuine passion for
the entertainment industry to the evening’s festivities.
Critically acclaimed filmmaker and well-publicised film fan,
Richard wrote and directed Submarine (2010) and
The Double (2013), as well as publishing two books
that take a wry look at the world of cinema; “Ayoade on
Ayoade: A Cinematic Odyssey”, and “The Grip of Film”.
No stranger to winning awards himself, Richard scored
a BAFTA for Best Male Comedy Performance as Maurice
Moss in Channel 4’s “The IT Crowd”, after capturing UK
audiences’ attention as Dean Learner in cult classic,
“Garth Marenghi’s Dark Place”. As well as notable turns in
“The Mighty Boosh”, “Nathan Barley” and “Noel Fielding’s
Luxury Comedy”, Richard continues to engage with the
category, lending his vocal talents to The Lego Movie 2:
The Second Part and appearing as the Forensic
Investigator in 2019 BASE Awards nominee Paddington 2.
With a CV boasting regular comedy panel show
appearances as well as hosting the revival of “The Crystal
Maze” for Channel 4 and travelling the globe with an
array of celebrity companions for the channel’s popular
“Travel Man” series, we’re sure you’ll agree that the
2019 BASE Awards are in thoroughly safe hands.
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M EET th e 2 019 M O D ERATO RS

CATHERINE ANDERSON

DEAN RUSSELL

Digital and Social
Media Manager

Founder

JAMES MORTON

KERRY NORTCLIFFE

Non-Executive Chairman

Sales Marketing Manager

Win That Pitch

Midas PR

ERA

#BASEAWARDS19

IMDB
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LOUISE VAUGHAN

MELANIE NICHOL AS

Managing Director

Independent Marketing
Consultant

Teneo Blue Rubicon

MONICA CHADHA
Non-Executive Director
and Executive Coach
Mocha 8
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M EET th e 2 019 J U D GE S

ANDREA AYRE

BARBARA FEENEY

BEN LAWRENCE

Corporate Communications
Manager

Head of Trade Marketing
& Communications

Co-Founder

CAMILL A MARKHAM

COLIN MANN

DANNY GARDNER

Head of Partnerships

Managing Editor

Senior Buyer
Film Category

B&Q

Now T V
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Mail Metro Media

Advanced Television Limited
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Bope Ltd

Sainsbur y’s Argos

DENISE PARKINSON

FLORA MENZIES

GENNARO CASTALDO

Entertainment
Director Global and UK

Head of Audience
Development

Director, Communications

HOSS GHONOUIE

JON SADLER

K ATIE BAKER

Head of Marketing

Founder and
Creative Director

Head of Strategic
Omni-Channel Innovation

Telegraph Media Group

Ever yman Media Group PLC

Into Film

Magus Marketing
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BPI

Samsung Elec tronics UK
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KRISTINA FROST

LEE SEARS

LYNN LI

Head of Entertainment

SVP Head of Sales and
Partnerships

Director of Marketing
and Communications

Snapchat

Viacom international

ERA

Media Networks

MATT RISLEY

NICK RYLANCE

ROBBIE COLLIN

Digital Director

Head of Film

Film Critic

MT V
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IT V Studios

The Telegraph
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SAM BENJAMINS

SHARON REID

TOM KIRKHAM

Senior Vendor Manager
Amazon Prime Video

Director of Marketing
and Partnerships

Independent Marketing
Consultant and Author

TOM LINAY

TRICIA SCOTT

Content Business Director

Head of Platform
Promotion and Support

Digital Cinema Media

Cinema First

Virgin Media
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Proud sponsors of the BASE Awards:
— Title of the year
— Distributor of the year
Congratulations to all of tonight’s winners
Check out the Official Film Chart
every Wednesday at OfficialCharts.com

DISTRIBUTOR
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

DISTRIBUTOR of T H E YE A R

WINNER
UNIVERSAL
PICTURES UK

BASED ON SALES VALUE IN
2018, AS PROVIDED BY THE
OFFICIAL CHARTS COMPANY

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS19

In 2018, Universal Pictures UK emerged triumphant, continuing their reign as
Distributor of the Year for a fourth year. Leading on both volume and value, the
studio took a value share of 18.4 per cent across disc formats, and a volume
market share of 20.1 per cent across both disc and digital formats, generating
more than £113 million in retail disc sales value.
The abundance of quality content from the studio saw them ranked number
one for volume sales for Film and for Sports & Fitness, coming in at second
place for Children’s and Music, and third for TV. With a diverse slate across both
Universal Pictures UK and Paramount UK, and benefitting from DreamWorks’
back catalogue, the studio saw success with original titles such as Darkest
Hour, Victoria and Abdul, and A Quiet Place, as well as smash hit franchise titles
including Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again, Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom and
Mission: Impossible – Fallout. Catalogue titles also saw continued success, with
two 2017 releases from animation house Illumination, Sing and Despicable
Me 3, making the top 10 Children’s titles of the year and rounding out a stellar
12-month performance for the studio.
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TITLE
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

TITLE of T H E Y EAR

WINNER

THE GREATEST
SHOWMAN

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
BASED ON SALES BY VOLUME
IN 2018, AS PROVIDED BY THE
OFFICIAL CHARTS COMPANY
SPONSORED BY
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Taking centre stage in 2018, The Greatest Showman dominated the home
entertainment category, selling more than 2.68 million copies for Twentieth
Century Fox Home Entertainment across physical and digital to become far
and away the best-selling title of the year.
Hugh Jackman starred in the original musical that won the hearts of
audiences worldwide with a compelling combination; an uplifting tale of
misfits who find strength in their identities, and the instantly catchy songs
that launched the soundtrack to stratospheric success in the music charts and
undoubtedly saw DVD and Blu-ray owners opt for the sing-a-long version
time and time again.
Physical disc sales accounted for a consumer spend of more than £20.3
million across the year, with over 61 per cent of sales on DVD, nine per cent
on Blu-ray, and the remaining 28 per cent of consumers accessing the circus
spectacular on digital platforms. Having consistently delighted audiences
since its digital release at the end of April, this musical extravaganza spent an
impressive total of seven weeks at number one in the combined chart, and
proved its longevity by staying in the top five for a staggering 36 weeks.
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visual data
M E D I A

S E R V I C E S

Would like to congratulate all of tonight’s winners

created by Visual Data
WWW.VISUALDATAMEDI A.COM
© 2019 Studiocanal S.A.S. All rights reserved

LET’S GET THIS SHOW ON THE ROAD.
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE WINNERS!
FROM UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK.

PHYSICAL RETAILER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

P HYSICAL R E TA I L E R o f T H E Y E A R

WINNER
ASDA

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
A consistently strong supporter of the home entertainment category, the
BASE Council agree that Asda was the stand out winner for Physical Retailer
of the Year in 2018. The buying, supply chain and senior management teams
have all demonstrated impressive continued engagement and a clear desire
for innovation to evolve the entertainment offering in stores. Always forwardthinking, the team are committed to offering their customers great deals and
are championing the category at a grocery level.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS19
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

HMV

SAINSBURY’S
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2019 BASE AWARD WINNERS
FROM THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

COMING SOON TO BLU-RAY™, DVD & DIGITAL DOWNLOAD
© 2019 MARVEL

ONLINE PHYSICAL
RETAILER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

ONLINE P HY SI CA L R E TA I LE R
o f THE YEAR

WINNER
AMAZON

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
Simply the best in class in 2018, Amazon provided an overwhelmingly
positive consumer experience, offering the best availability and range in
titles for home entertainment customers. With new initiatives including
brand stores, the Treasure Truck and link save offers, the BASE Council and
judges were impressed by the retailer’s dedication to driving innovation
and their on-going commitment to the category.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS19
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

ZAVVI

ZOOM
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DIGITAL RETAILER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

DIGITAL R E TA I L E R
o f THE YEAR

WINNER
SKY STORE

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
With an approachable and collaborative team, Sky Store did more to drive
the market and acquire new customers than any other retailer in 2018. With
an exceptional level of investment put into landing individual title campaigns,
as well as supporting industry-wide initiatives, Sky Store’s consumer centricity
and passionate focus on promoting the in-home experience is the best in the
industry. BASE Council and the judges agreed that Sky Store’s commitment to
challenging the status quo is admirable, and that they are a deserving winner
of Digital Retailer of the Year.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS19
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

ITUNES

PRIME VIDEO
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© 2019 COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC. AND HEMISPHERE-CULVER III, LLC AND TENCENT PICTURES (USA) LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

DIGITAL
RETAILER INNOVATION
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

DIGITAL R E TA I L E R
INNOVAT I O N of T H E Y E A R

WINNER

YOUTUBE
UPSELL PANEL

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
Harnessing the wealth of both official and user-uploaded movie content on
the platform, the YouTube Upsell programme introduced an automatic panel,
linking the user to a route to purchase or rent the content directly both on
mobile and desktop.
In a climate where converting consumer interest into sales is of paramount
importance, the judges felt that the YouTube Upsell programme deserved
to be celebrated for its innovation, allowing them to capitalise on the bank
of clips and movie-related content already on the platform. The judges also
felt that the huge challenge of developing and coding this update should be
recognised, with roll-out on such a large platform inherently high risk, but at
the same time creating the potential to educate consumers and boost sales
for distributors across the category.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS19
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

AMAZON PRIME DEALS

SKY STORE
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H IGH LY COM M E N D E D

THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY AND EBAY CAMPAIGN

#BASEAWARDS19
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PHYSICAL RETAILER
INNOVATION
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

P HYSICAL R E TA I L E R
INNOVAT I O N of T H E Y E A R

JOINT
WINNERS
DRAFTING BAY

TESCO & WARNER BROS.
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
GROUP

WHAT COUNCIL AND THE JUDGES SAID:
Revitalising traditional drafting methods in-store, joint winners Tesco and
Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Group worked together to launch an entire
bay in range for drafting titles. A winning partnership and unique collaboration
saw one studio deliver a vision for the benefit of the entire category. Both teams
worked closely to design a new point of sale that fits within corporate guidelines
as well as delivering a message that resonates well with customers. Committed
to increasing facings to drive increased awareness, and elevating the presence
of relevant titles in the aisle, the new bay included eye-catching artwork and key
messaging encouraging shoppers to purchase franchise titles that currently have
new releases in cinemas. With an increase in customer engagement in the aisle
driving additional sales for the catalogue market, Tesco’s grocery share for key
drafting titles saw an increase of up to 11 percentage points.

SPONSORED BY
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J OINT W I N N E R S

Providing a continuous voice for key catalogue product throughout 2018,
this activity benefited not just Warner Bros. Home Entertainment Group, but
distributors across the industry, with Tesco going on to engage with all studios
to access theatrical artwork and achieve impact for the new bay. The judges felt
that this activity deserved to be recognised and celebrated on both retailer and
distributor side, with the fantastic collaboration changing the industry for the
better in an example of brilliant retail innovation.
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H IGH LY COM M E N D E D

HMV – THE PREMIUM COLLECTION

HMV & UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK – VHS COLLECTION

#BASEAWARDS19
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HIGHLY COM M E N DE D

SAINSBURY’S – AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR DVD LAUNCH
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IN-STORE THEATRE
INITIATIVE
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

IN-STORE T HE AT R E
INITIATIV E of T H E Y E A R

WINNER
UNIVERSAL
PICTURES UK

HMV HOLOGRAM TRIAL

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Seeking out a new advertising medium for store windows, Universal Pictures UK
sourced a totally unique technology to bring new life to traditional Point of Sale
installations. Working in partnership with HMV, Universal Pictures UK trialled
hologram units in three stores, with tailor-made creative designed to showcase
product in a way that undoubtedly grabbed customer attention.
The judges felt that the technology was utilised in a very smart way, and the
activity showed true innovation for in-store theatre. Creating a genuine stop and
stare moment for customers, the judges believed this technology is bound to be
adopted throughout the home entertainment industry and beyond.

SPONSORED BY
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

MORRISONS

TESCO

(NOMINATED BY UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK)
MAMMA MIA! HERE WE GO AGAIN

PETER RABBIT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

The home entertainment release of Universal Pictures
UK’s Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again allowed Morrisons
to deliver an experiential in-store setup for the release.
Sound chips embedded in POS materials brought
great entertainment value to stores, and a front-of-store
takeover maximised footfall in the Q4 period. Morrisons
went the extra mile with all elements of the campaign,
and engaged staff members with an industry first release
event at Head Office, with a charity DVD sale and the
Morrisingers choir performing songs from the soundtrack.

Tesco’s launch of Sony Pictures Home Entertainment’s
Peter Rabbit brought an al fresco element to their eyecatching in-store campaign. Families were surprised with
an outdoor roadshow where they could celebrate the
film with bunny ears, colouring sheets and Peter Rabbit
character visits, all driving sales to ultimately boost
Tesco’s market share for the title.
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Action for Children, chosen charity partner of BASE,
are celebrating 150 years of changing the lives of
disadvantaged children across the UK

Find out more about how you
can support Action for Children
Molly.Learoyd-Hurst@
actionforchildren.org.uk

Registered charity nos. 1097940/SC038092/Company no. 4764232 © Action for Children 2019. AfC 0954

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR FOR
SPECIAL INTEREST
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y EA R F O R
S P E CIAL I N T E R E ST

WINNER
SPITFIRE

ALTITUDE FILM
ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
An excellent all-rounder, Altitude Film Entertainment’s campaign for Spitfire
showed a huge amount of effort, care and enthusiasm, with every element
exceptionally well thought out. With an imaginative combination of screening
programmes, partnerships and promotions designed to engage with a target
audience that can be hard to reach, the team did a fantastic job of positioning
the title as a must-see film against competitor titles also released around the
RAF 100 Year Anniversary. The judges were particularly impressed with the film’s
presence at multiple air-shows across the country, and the plethora of relevant
non-traditional outlets stocking the title, such as museums, which helped
generate impressive sales results.

SPONSORED BY
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

KEVIN BRIDGES - THE BRAND
NEW TOUR – LIVE & THE
COMPLETE COLLECTION

MY GENERATION
LIONSGATE UK

UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK
WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Universal Pictures UK were highly commended for
delivering strong results despite a range of challenges,
including restrictions on creative, and a limited time to
capitalise on gifting, with a release date only 15 days
before Christmas. The campaign showed real ambition
and bravery by focussing strongly on regional activity in
Scotland, building early awareness around tour locations
and driving urgency for stand-up fans to purchase with
an exclusive pre-order offer and focussed “get it quick”
messaging on release date.

Lionsgate UK have been commended for their smart
use of available talent and great nostalgic 1960s
design, building a solid campaign for the release of
My Generation. Rising to the challenge of creating
cut-through in the busy Father’s Day market, the broad
campaign capitalised on the unique aspects of the title,
and a stand-out broadcast appearance from Michael
Caine and Twiggy reignited consumer interest on
release week.
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR TV
S P O N S O R E D BY

CAMPA I GN of T H E Y E A R
FOR TV

WINNER
THE CROWN:
SEASON 2

SONY PICTURES
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Sony Pictures Home Entertainment’s campaign has been rewarded for
its highly targeted approach, which truly capitalised on the prestige and
grandeur of The Crown for its second season. With just one promotional
image to work with, an enormous amount of creativity was demonstrated,
resulting in a clean and iconic suite of assets to suit the particular audience
identified by SPHE’s insight team. A host of premium British brand
partnerships complemented the innovative approach, the stand-out being
a takeover of a Heal’s window display for the Christmas period.
Navigating the additional challenge that Season 2 had been available to
Netflix users for almost a year, the campaign drove physical disc purchase,
leading the target audience to covet ownership of the box set in a
competitive release period.

SPONSORED BY
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H I G H LY CO MMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

STRICTLY COME DANCING:

STAR TREK DISCOVERY: SEASON 1

BBC STUDIOS

(on behalf of Paramount Pictures UK)

BRUNO’S BELLISSIMO BLACKPOOL
WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
BBC Studios’ campaign revolved around great market
research, which highlighted the popularity of the Blackpool
week and the fans’ love of Strictly Come Dancing judge,
Bruno Tonioli. With the challenge of driving purchase around
a moment that had recently aired on live TV, the campaign
went all guns blazing into a celebration of the legendary
Blackpool ballroom, with a regional retail and press focus in
the Lancashire area, and fantastic talent support that created
a notable uplift in sales.

#BASEAWARDS19

UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
The home entertainment release of the first new TV
series in the Star Trek franchise in over a decade was
commended for the clever tailoring of its creative, evoking
the look and feel of the classic series, whilst calling out the
added value content. Universal Pictures UK managed a
small budget to maximum effect, and the judges felt that
the in-store hologram POS was an impressive and suitably
futuristic touch.
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Congratulations to all the award
winners and nominees!
Fully-accredited and
preferred partner to:

www.expd8.co.uk

Working in partnership to
deliver service excellence
first time… every time

WE ARE
BAUER MEDIA
HOME OF THE UK’S MOST INFLUENTIAL AND ICONIC BRANDS
REACHING OVER 25 MILLION ADULTS

DIVERSE AUDIENCES • ICONIC BRANDS • INSTINCTIVE STORIES
INSIGHTFUL SOLUTIONS • CULTURAL IMPACT

PR / PUBLICITY
INITIATIVE
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

P R / P U BL I C I TY I N I T I ATI V E
o f THE YEAR

WINNER

WONDER
#DAYOFKINDNESS
PREMIER PR
(NOMINATED BY
LIONSGATE UK)

SPONSORED BY
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WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Premier PR blew the judges away with their inventive and cohesive campaign
for Lionsgate UK’s Wonder. With a small budget they brought to life a very
big idea that was completely aligned to the ethos of the film, and pushed the
admirable social message of anti-bullying through a number of key activities.
Working with a charity partner to create the #DayofKindness on the home
entertainment release date, Premier secured the support of a host of
celebrities and influencers relevant to the film’s target audience, who posted
photos wearing #ChooseKind t-shirts whilst calling out the film release, in
return for a charity donation from Lionsgate UK. MediCinema screenings
and activity in schools complemented the campaign, which created mass
awareness and ultimately drove transactions, with a huge over-performance
for the genre on physical disc as well as becoming one of Lionsgate UK’s
bestselling EST titles of the year.
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

DEADPOOL 2
BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO

JUMANJI: WELCOME TO THE
JUNGLE INFLUENCER CHALLENGE

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX HOME
ENTERTAINMENT (AGENCY: PREMIER PR)

SONY PICTURES HOME ENTERTAINMENT
(AGENCY: ORGANIC)

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Tapping into the public’s appetite for nostalgia, Twentieth
Century Fox Home Entertainment worked with Premier
PR on a creatively audacious initiative, to bring back
the Blockbuster video store for the Deadpool 2 release.
With exceptional planning and attention to detail,
the experiential stunt generated a large amount of
coverage, and benefitted from considerable word of
mouth across social media. Customers could swap their
original Blockbuster card for a free copy of the film,
which encouraged engagement, and the activity was
complemented by a leftfield ambassador in Lorraine Kelly
and partnerships with Sky Store and Virgin Radio.

Sony Pictures Home Entertainment and Organic have
been commended for creating a strong, targeted
campaign, maximising the small budget available. The
judges loved the fact that they echoed the film’s plot by
“gamifying” the PR activity, recruiting micro-influencers
to take part in an experiential Jumanji-themed challenge,
resulting in an impressive click-through rate with retail
partner, Amazon.
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR CATALOGUE:
SINGLE PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y EA R
FOR CATA LO G U E : S IN GL E P RO D U CT

WINNER

THE DAM BUSTERS

COLLECTOR’S EDITION
STUDIOCANAL

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
For the release of a premium Collector’s Edition of The Dam Busters,
StudioCanal led a very sensitively handled campaign that tied in with the
75th anniversary of the WWII raid in a tasteful way. The strong artwork
perfectly suited the title, and the bonus features were valuable additions and
highly relevant to the target audience. The judges were impressed by the
breadth of the holistic campaign, with highlights including a VR experience
launched exclusively with the RAF, and a live event at the Royal Albert Hall
that served to amplify the restoration release further with broadcasts to 400
cinemas nationwide.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS19
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HIGHLY COM M E N D E D

DISNEY CLASSICS
COMPLETE COLLECTION
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
The release of the Disney Classics Complete Collection
marked the first time The Walt Disney Company curated
a complete set of all 55 Walt Disney Animation Studios
movies from 1937-2018 in the UK. Research into the
target market and buyer behaviour really informed
the marketing and drove the well thought-out activity.
The Walt Disney Company’s bold campaign around a
high-value, and therefore risky, SKU generated great
revenue and a stunning end product, which the judges
anticipate will be replicated for different franchises
across distributors.
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As proud sponsors of the prestigious

BASE Awards
we would like to congratulate
all of this year’s nominees and winners.

The print specialist with the UK’S first
HP Indigo 12000HD digital press
configured for packaging.

e: info@delga.co.uk
w: delga.co.uk
t: 01634 227000

NPS
#BASEAWARDS19

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR CATALOGUE:
MULTIPLE PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y EA R
FOR CATA LO G U E : M U LTI P L E P RO D U CT

WINNER

HMV EXCLUSIVE
VHS RANGE
UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Setting out to achieve cut-through for physical catalogue product and make
older titles essential purchases once more, Universal Pictures UK worked with
HMV to create a range of classic titles in VHS-style packaging, capitalising on
the trend for nostalgic formats.
Turning great insight into tangible activity, Universal Pictures UK and HMV
should be congratulated for showing an exemplary level of teamwork. Tailoring
the range to the superfan, strong retro creative was utilised, resulting in huge
social buzz and ultimately helping the range beat sales targets by 25 per cent.
A fantastically audacious and effective campaign, the judges applauded the
thoughtful way the challenge was approached.

SPONSORED BY

#BASEAWARDS19
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

DREAMWORKS:
THE COLLECTION

UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK
WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
To re-position the DreamWorks catalogue as a premium
and collectable portfolio, Universal Pictures UK created
a great strategic campaign which worked to drive sales,
increase average retail price and secure strong retail
support. The judges loved the aligned artwork, which
brought all the characters together, framed the films as
a franchise and re-built the DreamWorks brand. With
fantastic teamwork and collaboration across departments,
Universal Pictures UK showed great agility in the face of
real logistical challenges. Numerically tagging the titles
and including a unique range of collectable trading cards
really rewarded ownership of the collection, leading the
range to outperform all targets.
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR CATALOGUE:
DIGITAL PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

CAM PA I GN of T H E YE A R
FO R CATA LOGU E : D I GI TA L P RO D U CT

WINNER

MOVIES TO GO
TWENTIETH CENTURY
FOX HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Promoting EST as a perfect summer travel companion, Twentieth Century
Fox Home Entertainment designed the Movies to Go campaign to stand out
from the crowd and create cut-through in a cluttered environment. Hugely
targeted in their approach, the judges felt that the data was used in an
incredibly smart way to highlight and shape the audiences they wanted to
reach. The campaign demonstrated superb teamwork, tackling a difficult
task by harnessing insights, effective targeted buying that massively overperformed, and planning and forecasting across their team. Their best-in-class
set-up meant the team achieved really impressive results, out-performing
campaigns from 2017 even with the absence of the DreamWorks catalogue,
and demonstrating the highest conversion and yield potential of the category.

SPONSORED BY
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CREATIVE MARKETING
INITIATIVE
of THE YEAR:
SINGLE PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

C REATIV E M A R KE T I N G I N I TI ATI V E
o f THE YEAR : S I N G LE P RO D U CT

WINNER

MAMMA MIA!
HERE WE GO AGAIN
UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Capitalising on the infectious nature of ABBA’s music, Universal Pictures UK
partnered with The X Factor to take over the semi-final show, creating a Mamma
Mia! Here We Go Again themed spectacular that aired on the weekend prior to
the physical release date.
A first for the show, the activity demonstrated great innovation and the judges
were particularly impressed by the level of teamwork required to pull all of
the elements together. The combination of product placement, talent support
and curated bespoke content that showcased the benefits of movie ownership
culminated in a truly impressive end result, reaching a mass audience and
engaging fans across all generations.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

DAN & PHIL
INTERACTIVE INTROVERTS

DEADPOOL 2
YOUTUBE SEQUENCING

BBC STUDIOS

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

BBC Studios was highly commended for delivering
a ground-breaking campaign around the release of
Dan & Phil – Interactive Introverts, a recording of the two
online superstars’ 2018 Global Live Tour. Utilising the
following of the ultra-popular YouTubers, the judges were
impressed by the creativity shown in making a physical
DVD release appealing to an audience used to consuming
their content for free. Eventising the release with a livestreamed global premiere and Q&A worked extremely
well, and helped to engage the perfect target audience.

Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment created a
subversive and surprising media campaign for the release
of Deadpool 2 by bringing the character to life in a really
engaging way. They made good use of the available
materials, and utilised the YouTube ad sequencing format
to break the fourth wall and directly address consumers
in a completely unique way. Great teamwork led the
campaign to success, seeing a significant lift in organic
searches and a strong conversion rate.
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CREATIVE MARKETING
INITIATIVE
of THE YEAR:
MULTIPLE PRODUCT
S P O N S O R E D BY

CREAT I VE M A R KE TI NG I NI T I AT I V E
of THE Y EAR : M ULT I P L E P RO D U CT

WINNER
DEADPOOL
PHOTOBOMB
SLEEVES

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
In an impressive show of innovation, Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment delivered the first ever franchise mash-up in order to boost
consumer interest and press coverage in deep catalogue titles. Partnering with
HMV during Comic Book Week, Deadpool themed O-rings were created for six
action movies that complemented the target audience of Deadpool 2 during
the release window.
With entertaining and engaging artwork, the campaign created social buzz
around older titles, and persuaded customers to re-purchase. The judges
absolutely loved the initiative, and felt it was an exceptionally clever way of
capitalising on a New Release title to push drafting of unrelated titles as well as
amplifying retail presence for the Deadpool brand with minimal investment.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

CELEBRATING MICKEY
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

HMV HOLOGRAM TRIAL
UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

In a beautiful use of The Walt Disney Company’s brand
heritage, Celebrating Mickey supported Mickey Mouse’s
90th anniversary activities with the launch of an offplatform campaign to promote classic Mickey content.
The initiative centred around an illustration masterclass
in two UK retail stores across the Anniversary weekend
with acclaimed Disney artist/illustrator Ulrich Shröder. The
judges admired the way the events captured and inspired
children’s imaginations with an in-depth look at the art
behind the classic releases that they may not otherwise
appreciate or understand in today’s digital age.

Combining creativity and innovation with an untested
advertising medium, Universal Pictures UK trialled the
use of Hypervsn hologram units in three HMV store
windows during Q4. By searching out a new way to be
seen in a space that can be cluttered and hard to stand
out in, the team saw an impressive sales uplift and
positive feedback for the attention-grabbing displays.
Universal Pictures UK deserve to be highly commended
as the pioneers of this new concept in the home
entertainment environment, and the judges expect the
broader entertainment industry to watch with interest.
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Under the banner of our home entertainment metadata division

we are proud to sponsor the BASE award for

Supplier of the Year
Congratulations to the winners and all nominees
on this special night celebrating the best in our industry.
BDS offers the best in metadata for theatrical,
physical and digital releases, helping convert browsers to consumers.
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e: sales@bdslive.com

www.bdslive.com

SUPPLIER
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

S U PPLIER of T H E Y E A R

WINNER

MULTI-PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS
NOMINATED BY
UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Providing packaging design, localisation and manufacturing on behalf of
the home entertainment industry, Multi-Packaging Solutions worked with
Universal Pictures UK to create the HMV exclusive VHS Range, incorporating
the best titles from Paramount Pictures UK and Universal Pictures UK’s
catalogue of 80s classics.
Delighting both the judges and customers with their innovative design, MPS
honoured the retro heritage of the titles, whilst ensuring they were engaging
and in keeping with the modern retail environment. Glowing feedback
received from both client and retailer called out the strong attention to
detail and inventiveness shown across the range, with standout elements
including trading cards and stickers, as well as the slipcase and imitation
VHS cassette which housed the DVD or Blu-ray disc.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

ASG SPARK

OBVIOUSLY CREATIVE

NOMINATED BY
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

NOMINATED BY
SONY PICTURES HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Committed to home entertainment, and with a strong
20-year partnership with The Walt Disney Company, ASG
Spark works to solve brand’s challenges by delivering
must-have collectible packaging and digital campaigns.
Helping the client to innovate and respond to an everchanging market, the team adopted a consultative
approach, and delivered a fantastic experience for client
and consumer alike. With outstanding design treatments,
ASG Spark gave Disney Classics a more contemporary
feel while respecting the brand’s heritage, ultimately
creating beautiful products to be coveted as real
collectors’ items.

Demonstrating continuous dedication to creative
innovation within the home entertainment space,
the judges felt that Obviously Creative has a strong
independent spirit that should be commended.
An engaging and easy to work with team, OC have
a strong design heritage, and constantly work to
improve their processes and innovate internally,
with a particularly impressive briefing tool designed
to make clients’ lives easier.
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL WINNERS & NOMINEES FROM

SPONSORS OF CAMPAIGN OF THE YEAR FOR FILM - NON-THEATRICAL

WIN OR LOSE.
TONIGHT, EVERYONE
DESERVES TO BE A
HAPPY PUPPY!
SO HERE IS 20% OFF ALL OF OUR SERVICES.
QUOTE: #BASEWIN
PRESENT WITH CONFIDENCE, PITCH TO WIN, EVERY TIME.
CPD ACCREDITED TRAINING | CONSULTANCY | BRIEF WRITING |
PITCH MANAGEMENT | DESIGN | RESEARCH | AI INSIGHTS | WORKSHOPS
WWW.WINTHATPITCH.WIN | 0800 0293739 | SAYHELLO@WINTHATPITCH.WIN

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

– NON-THEATRICAL
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y EA R
FOR F ILM – N ON -T H E ATRI CA L

WINNER
REX

LIONSGATE UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Titled Megan Leavy in the US, Rex is the biopic of a US Marine and her fight to save
her dog. A well-known figure in the US, Lionsgate UK’s challenge was to make the
story resonate with UK audiences. The campaign successfully altered the focus of
the film from a title and creative standpoint to two extremely targeted audiences
of dog lovers and war film fans. The strong, segmented media approach saw
outstanding coverage secured across military press, dog press and conventional
film press, and the superb creative execution truly made the title more commercial,
appealing to the impulse shopper across media and in-store. An excellent all-round
campaign saw the film become the highest-selling DTV title on physical formats in
2018, outperforming digital week-one targets and selling well throughout the rest
of the year.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

KSI: CAN’T LOSE

BATMAN NINJA

SONY PICTURES HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WARNER BROS. HOME
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

With an innovative proposition, Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment worked with the UK’s top YouTuber,
KSI, to eventise the home entertainment release of
his much-anticipated boxing match against fellow
YouTuber Joe Weller. A tough sell-in to retailers,
the judges were impressed with SPHE’s creativity in
nevertheless encouraging an audience to pay for
influencer content that they are otherwise used to
consuming for free via YouTube. With an entirely new
genre of content, the team created huge awareness
with the target audience, and utilised insights, research
and marketing justification to successfully convince
retailers to support the unique title, ultimately resulting
in remarkable pre-orders and smashing sales targets.

A new entry into the DC animated universe, Warner Bros.
Home Entertainment Group’s campaign for Batman Ninja
capitalised on the film’s genre mashup; a strong reaction
from both anime and DC fans turned a relatively niche
release into a cult event. The judges were impressed by
the striking artwork and creative brand tie-ins, with the
Shoryu Ramen partnership a particular stand-out element.
Influencer activity was cleverly woven throughout the
whole campaign, allowing the team to engage core fans
and really make them feel part of the release.
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www.strike-media.com
Contact us now
enquiries@strike-media.com
0203 637 8061
Over 17 years of film publicity and marketing experience
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

UP TO £1M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y EA R
FOR FILM UP TO £1M BOX OFFICE

WINNER
MANDY

UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
For the home entertainment release of cult horror film, Mandy, Universal Pictures
UK left no stone unturned by delivering a campaign as unique and innovative
as the film. Focussing in on the target audience with a call to “join the Mandy
cult”, a consumer-centric grassroots strategy was employed, including targeted
advertising, activations at London Comic Con and an immersive demonic
screening event. The way the team fully embraced the bold, psychedelic themes
of the film was exceptional, with an ingenious PR and marketing campaign that
made fantastic use of filmmaker talent and props, encouraging engagement and
conversation around the release. The success was reflected in impressive sales,
with the film becoming the best converting £100k+ horror movie for three years.

SPONSORED BY
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H I G H LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

JOURNEY’S END

HURRICANE

LIONSGATE UK

KALEIDOSCOPE HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

The well-rounded campaign for Journey’s End did
a fantastic job of engaging the target market, and
broadening out reach from the theatrical run. Based on
the hugely successful play by R. C. Sheriff, the Lionsgate
UK team demonstrated a thorough understanding
of the subject matter, repositioning the marketing
materials to focus on war and action themes and
reaching the target audience in creative ways; a standout activity included placing scan-to-buy beer mats in
200 pubs during the World Cup. Positioning the title
as a must-own product and maximising Father’s Day
gifting opportunities, Journey’s End smashed initial
sales targets, enjoyed longevity in the OCC charts and
saw fantastic return on investment.

Hurricane is a WW2 action thriller, based on a true
story about a Polish Squadron within the RAF that was
responsible for an unprecedented number of enemy
kills and daring aerial combat. The home entertainment
release saw Kaleidoscope Home Entertainment deliver a
very well-structured campaign, targeting regional markets
with a strong Polish population, as well as going above
and beyond by broadening out to wider audiences and
securing shelf space in mainstream retailers. The judges
commended a wide range of marketing initiatives,
including partnerships with RAF organisations and
museums, as well as working directly with digital platform
Rakuten at production stage.
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HUCKLEBERRY

CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

£1M-£4.99M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y EA R
FOR FILM £1M-£4.99M BOX OFFICE

WINNER
WONDER

LIONSGATE UK

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
The home entertainment release of Wonder was the stand-out entry in the
category, with a unanimous decision from the judges to reward a beautifully
executed campaign. The Lionsgate UK team left no stone unturned in
delivering the film’s core message to “be kind”, making the release date a
#dayofkindness, and working with The Diana Award charity to highlight a
strong anti-bullying message. The judges felt that the sheer weight of the
activity combined with the innovation and creativity behind it really did the
film justice, and the Lionsgate UK team succeeded in keeping Wonder at the
front of families’ minds throughout the Easter holidays with an outstanding
and sustained marketing campaign that complemented the rest of the
activities perfectly.

SPONSORED BY
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H I GH LY COMMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

LOVING VINCENT

THE PREDATOR

ALTITUDE FILM ENTERTAINMENT

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

A story depicted in oil painted animation, Loving Vincent
explores the life and controversial death of Vincent Van
Gogh, told through his paintings and by the characters
that inhabit them. Not your typical blockbuster release,
the judges were impressed by the Altitude Film
Entertainment team’s attention-grabbing campaign, which
really broadened the initial target market for the title.
By encouraging consumers to pre-order to drive
confidence in physical retailers, the film was a breakout
home entertainment hit both digitally and physically, with
a truly impressive return on investment.

Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment are
commended for a strategically curated campaign for
the release of The Predator. With punchy creative, the
garish sleeve boosted visibility on shelf, and expertly
differentiated itself from competitor titles in a crowded
landscape. Harnessing practical research and insight, the
team honed in on their target markets, focussing their
efforts and budget with precision to deliver great cutthrough and impressive sales.
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

£5M-£14.99M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CAMPA I GN of T H E Y E A R
FOR FILM £5M-£14.99M BOX OFFICE

WINNER

A QUIET PLACE
UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK
(on behalf of
Paramount Pictures UK)

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
An incredibly powerful campaign, the judges praised Universal Pictures UK for
capitalising on A Quiet Place’s core concept of silence, by highlighting the quiet
nature of customers’ homes as the perfect place to re-watch the film. A unique
press event was held in a silent chamber, generating impressive broadcast
and national coverage, and clever media placements and creative executions
showcased the film’s star power and critical acclaim. With a firm understanding
of why audiences loved the film, this smart campaign drove success with sales
over-performing by 62 per cent, becoming the top horror release in this box office
range in the last two years.

SPONSORED BY
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H I GH LY CO MMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

EARLY MAN
STUDIOCANAL

GUERNSEY LITERARY AND
POTATO PEEL PIE SOCIETY

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

StudioCanal’s campaign for Early Man was incredibly welldelivered in a highly competitive release window, with
targeted activities achieving remarkable cut-through to
ultimately exceed sales goals. With smart use of audience
insight, the StudioCanal team reinvented the theatrical
creative to target new audiences for home entertainment
with great success. A multi-faceted campaign with
inventive marketing and PR ideas included partnering
with Stonehenge and English Heritage, while leaning
into the football theme with sports press truly maximised
awareness of the release in hard to reach markets.

Based on the best-selling novel, The Guernsey Literary
and Potato Peel Pie Society brought together a
fantastic ensemble cast in a romantic, wartime mystery.
With a thorough understanding of the target audience,
StudioCanal produced a feel-good campaign for this
unique title. With exceptional visibility in physical
retailers supported by an innovative PR and marketing
campaign, this title enjoyed strong sales throughout
the year.
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STUDIOCANAL
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

£15M-£24.99M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CA MPAIG N of T H E Y EA R
FOR FILM £15M-£24.99M BOX OFFICE

WINNER

SOLO:
A STAR WARS STORY
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
With a campaign that impressed the judges with its breadth of activity and
efficiency of delivery, The Walt Disney Company team successfully re-positioned
and re-targeted the home entertainment release of Solo: A Star Wars Story for a
new audience.
Performing well in every area, the campaign stayed true to its strategy and made
use of every facet of the Star Wars world; life-size Chewbaccas in-store captured
the attention of the target family market. Engaging with hard to reach home
entertainment audiences such as university students, standout activities included
“freshers’ packs” for influencers and a #SoloShelfie social competition. Using
a variety of new formats, The Walt Disney Company turned competition into
opportunities and innovated with creative to really stand out from the crowd.

SPONSORED BY
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE - FALLOUT
UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK
(on behalf of
Paramount Pictures Uk)
WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Releasing in a tough Q4 window, Universal Pictures UK delivered an
impactful campaign focussed on the audience’s favourite characters
and stunts in order to capture the attention of Mission: Impossible
franchise and broader action fans. Utilising tactical insight, the campaign
capitalised on the infamous accident that Tom Cruise suffered during
production, generating impressive coverage by challenging members
of the press and public to attempt the ankle-breaking jump themselves.
Inventing ways to make the sixth film in the franchise stand out from the
crowd, the team found new angles to drive consumer interest including
exciting retailer exclusives and partnerships.
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CAMPAIGN
of THE YEAR
FOR FILM

OVER £25M BOX OFFICE
S P O N S O R E D BY

CAMPA I GN of T H E Y E A R
FOR FILM OVER £25M BOX OFFICE

WINNER

PETER RABBIT
SONY PICTURES
HOME ENTERTAINMENT
-

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Weaving their way into the public’s awareness throughout the release period,
Sony Pictures Home Entertainment’s clever campaign for the release of Peter
Rabbit utilised practical insight to hone in on target audiences, and tailored
activities to achieve fantastic cut-through.
Leaving no stone unturned, SPHE engaged with influencers around Beatrix
Potter’s birthday, and capitalised on an unexpected England World Cup
semi-final, piggy-backing on the football theme with highly shareable reactive
social content. The judges loved the innovation seen throughout the broader
campaign, including getting the title into a record number of retail partners
for the studio, with ingenious ideas such as branded creative and stickering on
carrot packs in grocery aisles, as well as a strong presence in a broad base of
non-traditional outlets.

SPONSORED BY
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H I GH LY CO MMENDED

CO M M E N D E D

MAMMA MIA! HERE WE GO AGAIN

DEADPOOL 2

UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:

Taking advantage of the iconic soundtrack, Universal
Pictures UK celebrated the release of Mamma Mia! Here
We Go Again with an undeniably impressive campaign,
hitting all of the natural bases for the audience,
dominating female environments and targeting fans
of musicals to drive pre-orders. Universal Pictures UK
eventised the release with two standout activations, a
partnership with The X Factor, and breaking a Guinness
World Record for the largest disco dance at London
Waterloo, whilst dance performances took place at
“Waterloo”-related locations nationally. A true team
effort across the studio and external agencies, fantastic
results were achieved, making the title the fastest to sell
a million units since 2016.

Following an audacious theatrical campaign,
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment
challenged expectations for the home entertainment
release of Deadpool 2 with a subversive and
surprising campaign. Securing talent support for
campaign creative, the judges wanted to commend
the disruptive media campaign, which over-delivered
on campaign targets and became the highest selling
action title on 4K UHD.
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JULIE: “CERISE! WHAT ARE YOU THINKING?
“CERISE! WHAT ARE YOU THINKING?
I’MJULIE:
GETTING
A MIGRAINE LOOKING AT IT! NO
I’M GETTING A MIGRAINE LOOKING AT IT! NO
ONE USES A CERISE BACKGROUND!”
ONE USES A CERISE BACKGROUND!”
SAM: “I THOUGHT IT WAS QUITE STRIKING.
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IF YOU WANT AN AD WE’VE GOT SPACE ON PAPER OR EMAIL OR
IF YOU WANT AN AD WE’VE GOT SPACE ON PAPER OR EMAIL OR
ONLINE AT WWW.CUEENTERTAINMENT.COM
ONLINE AT WWW.CUEENTERTAINMENT.COM
CONTACT JULIE HARRISS: JULIE.HARRISS@GMAIL.COM
CONTACT JULIE HARRISS: JULIE.HARRISS@GMAIL.COM
OR SAM ANDREWS: SAMANDREWS@CUEENTERTAINMENT.COM
OR SAM ANDREWS: SAMANDREWS@CUEENTERTAINMENT.COM

OUTSTANDING
INNOVATION
of THE YEAR
S P O N S O R E D BY

OU TSTAND I N G I N N OVAT I O N
o f THE YEAR

WINNER

OCEAN RESCUE
SKY STORE

SPONSORED BY
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WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Sky Store’s Ocean Rescue initiative is a true example of outstanding disruptive
innovation. Helping to change the habits of the nation, Sky Store is committed
to transforming their business by eliminating all single-use plastics from their
operations, products and supply chain by 2020.
During 2018, targeted trials removed shrink wrap from DVD product, with
multiple rounds of brave innovation showing tremendous flexibility in a short
space of time. Going the extra mile by educating their customers about the
changes, the trials provided valuable insight and customer feedback, which
was then used to gain the support of studio partners and lead the way for other
businesses by collaborating and sharing learnings from the journey.
The judges were unanimous in rewarding this gutsy campaign, which has not
only saved 0.25 tonnes of plastic so far from the trials alone, but also holds up a
much-needed mirror to a plastic-heavy industry. A ripple effect is already being
seen, with the initiative inspiring genuine change across wider organisations and
in turn an incredibly positive impact on our environment.
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H IGHLY COM M E N D E D

HMV HOLOGRAM TRIAL
UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK
WHAT THE JUDGES SAID:
Actively seeking out a way to innovate in the retail space after years of relying
on cardboard displays and posters to promote home entertainment releases,
Universal Pictures UK seriously impressed the judges with their hologram trial,
which ran in three HMV stores in the Q4 period.
Genuinely stopping customers in their tracks, the hologram units captured the
attention of shoppers with more than 35 unique creatives from partner agency
Lipsync. The superb flexibility of the format allowed almost instantaneous
changes and tailored messaging to really drive impulse purchasing, and the
tech worked in perfect sync to support the goals of the trial.
Taking the initiative to agitate and innovate on behalf of retailers, Universal
Pictures UK has been highly commended for an excellent activity that saw a 20
per cent boost in sales of featured product, and has the potential to be scalable
in multiple product areas and suppliers in the near future.
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COMM EN D E D

WARNER BROS.
HOME ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
ALWAYS ON DRAFTING
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UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF…LTD
MYFILMCLUB
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COM M E N D E D

UNIVERSAL PICTURES UK
RADIO TIMES/IMMEDIATE MEDIA
PARTNERSHIP - EDUCATION IN EST
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T HANK YOU
W E ’ L L S E E YO U N E X T Y E A R

BRITISH ASSOCIATION for SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT

CHAMPIONING THE GROWTH OF SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT ACROSS DISC AND DIGITAL

